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Active Wall Web Filter is a complete Internet management application allowing
network administrators to oversee all online activities performed through their LAN.
With Active Wall Web Filter, users do not need to purchase a dedicated client, such as
PC Tools ActiveX or Firewall 2000, to manage Internet access in their LAN. Network
administrators can remotely activate and deactivate user accounts, enabling them to
make changes to a myriad of settings through the application interface. The advanced
features of Active Wall Web Filter also include the possibility to set up time filters so
different groups can use the Internet at different hours of the day. Furthermore, the
application supports a Port Filter feature, which is useful for restricting or controlling
the access to different ports. If bandwidth is limited, users can also set a 'Bandwidth
control' feature. Finally, Active Wall Web Filter supports a 'Show Flux' tool, which
enables the user to get a real-time view of the ongoing traffic. Active Wall Web Filter
Installation: Active Wall Web Filter is an advanced Internet management application
for Windows. Its easy to use interface allows users to manage the Internet access for
every computer in their network. Network administrators can remotely control and
manipulate all the settings related to Internet access, as well as set up time filters so
different groups can have Internet access at different times. Installing Active Wall Web
Filter is as easy as downloading it and activating the trial version. 1. Go to the active
website of Active Wall Web Filter www.activewallwebfilter.net (it's not www.active-wall-
web-filter.net) download the fully working 'Active Wall Web Filter' program package. 2.
Once you download the program, it may ask you to activate the trial version. 3. In the
trial version of the program you can use all the features of the program, no internet
connection is required. You can download the trial version of the program for a full
week. 4. Start the fully working installation process of Active Wall Web Filter. 5. Once
the installation process is complete, use the program for a week, for the trial period.
6. Use the 'activate' button to register the program. 7. Activate the software and enjoy
the benefits of Active Wall Web Filter. What is new in this release: This release
includes: - Active Wall Web Filter v9.0.2 is a fully working maintenance release. -
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Active Wall Web Filter Serial Key is a LAN tool designed to provide network engineers
or administrators with the proper tools to monitor and manage Internet activities over
their LAN. Active Wall Web Filter is a product of Net-VIP Software. Net-VIP Software is
a networking/system administration tool developed to provide everyday network and
security tasks. A wide range of features is included in one application: DNS-Resolver,
HTTP-Proxy, SNAT-Manager, Firewall, Spam Filter, Simple MySQL-Databases (mySQL,
MS SQLServer), FTP-Client, SMTP-Server and more. Net-VIP Software is a maintenance
free, secure and easy to use piece of software. Net-VIP Software is designed to
function under Windows 2000, Windows NT4 and Windows XP. ActiveWall Secure VPN
Service ActiveWall Secure VPN Service is a comprehensive VPN server package
designed to provide network engineers or administrators with the proper tools to
monitor and manage Internet activities over their LAN. The application is sufficiently
simple to work with, but does require some basic networking knowledge in order to be
able to fully benefit from its many capabilities. Once installed on a computer,
ActiveWall Secure VPN Service performs monitoring and filtering operations for all the
computers in a network, without additional client installations. ActiveWall Secure VPN
Service supports a variety of working modes, namely 'Gateway', 'Bridge', 'Bypass',
'Redirect' and 'Single' modes, making it useful for all network topologies. ActiveWall
Secure VPN Service Description: ActiveWall Secure VPN Service is a LAN tool designed
to provide network engineers or administrators with the proper tools to monitor and
manage Internet activities over their LAN. ActiveWall Secure VPN Service is a product
of Net-VIP Software. Net-VIP Software is a networking/system administration tool
developed to provide everyday network and security tasks. A wide range of features is
included in one application: DNS-Resolver, HTTP-Proxy, SNAT-Manager, Firewall, Spam
Filter, Simple MySQL-Databases (mySQL, MS SQLServer), FTP-Client, SMTP-Server and
more. Net-VIP Software is a maintenance free, secure and easy to use piece of
software. Net-VIP Software is designed to function under Windows 2000, Windows NT4
and Windows XP. ActiveWall AntiVirus ActiveWall AntiVirus is a comprehensive
antivirus package designed to provide network engineers or administrators with the
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* Active Wall Web Filter is a powerful software tool designed to control and monitor
network access to the Internet. * The program utilizes an innovative method of
filtering, without adversely affecting the experience and computing performance. * In
addition, the application comes with a series of useful features, such as port filtering,
time filters, authorization and bandwidth management. * Active Wall Web Filter works
in conjunction with a host computer, allowing users to use the program to control and
monitor the activities that take place on a local area network. * 'Online Gaming' is
restricted by means of Active Wall Web Filter's port filtering feature, meaning that
users will only be able to connect to Internet servers located in their jurisdiction. *
'Online chatting' is also restricted, as well as the use of FTP, IM, SMTP and POP3
servers. * Users are able to set up time filters to allow different groups access to the
Internet at specific times of the day. * Network administrators can also use the 'Show
Flux' tool to follow the bandwidth consumption of the users' hard drives, since the
program is able to monitor the accessed sites and filter the data by country and port.
* Users will be able to activate or deactivate an extremely diverse set of filters. *
Users can also deactivate the 'Job Server', 'Job Time', 'Exchange Email' and 'Remote
Access' components. * All of the above capabilities, along with several other advanced
features, make Active Wall Web Filter the perfect tool to control and monitor Internet
activities over a LAN. * The application is suitable for all desktop operating systems,
including Windows 7, XP, Vista and Linux. * Active Wall Web Filter does not include
any adware, spyware or malware and can be used on both personal and commercial
environments. * The program works without any installation, as it is compatible with
both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the Microsoft Windows operating system. * Active
Wall Web Filter works with all Internet browsers, including Internet Explorer, Chrome
and Mozilla Firefox. * The user-friendly interface is easy to use. * The program does
not include any adware, spyware or malware and can be used on both personal and
commercial environments. Infinite Wall is a system that is designed to keep out
intruders and to help users get through screens that you do not want to see. When
you set up your homepage, this system will provide the screen that appears when you
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want to try to go back home.

What's New In Active Wall Web Filter?

When you activate Active Wall Web Filter on your computer, you will be able to
monitor the entire Internet activity of every user that has access to the LAN. Active
Wall Web Filter will help you to 'block', 'forward','redirect', 'bypass' or 'hide' Internet
activities from your LAN, according to the action that is desired, and without
damaging its accessibility. [Full Review] Active Wall Web Filter is an application
designed to provide the proper tools for network engineers or administrators to
monitor and manage Internet activities over their LAN. With a simple interface, Active
Wall Web Filter uses a 'Tunneling' feature to make it compatible with a variety of
networks, which is particularly useful when users in the LAN are connected through a
router. Once installed on a computer, Active Wall Web Filter performs monitoring and
filtering operations for all the computers in a network, without additional client
installations. Active Wall Web Filter supports a variety of working modes, namely
'Gateway', 'Bridge', 'Bypass', 'Redirect' and 'Single' modes, making it useful for all
network topologies. Active Wall Web Filter offers a series of essential features,
allowing network administrators to solicit user 'Authorization' through the input of
login credentials, in order to connect to the Internet. Moreover, Active Wall Web Filter
enables users to set up 'Time Filters', so specific groups have Internet access at
different times. Using the 'Port Filter' component, network administrators can manage
and restrict the access to certain ports, thus preventing the use of online gaming
sites, chatting applications or other similar services. In addition, the 'Bandwidth
Control' feature enables users to limit the maximum amount of bytes that people in
the LAN can use daily. The 'Show Flux' tool allows network administrators to get a real-
time view of the ongoing traffic, through a dynamic flow chart. Moreover, users can
activate or deactivate a variety of filters, namely 'DNS','HTTP', 'SMTP', 'POP3', 'FTP',
'P2P', 'MSN' and 'IM' filters, restricting and controlling all relevant aspects pertaining
to Internet usage. Active Wall Web Filter is a professional grade application that offers
numerous advanced capabilities to its users, along with powerful filter engines and
several monitoring modes, turning networking into an enjoyable task for LAN
administrators. When you activate Active Wall Web Filter on your computer, you will
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be able to monitor the entire Internet activity of every user that has access to
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System Requirements For Active Wall Web Filter:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows Vista (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit),
Windows 8.1 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-2400S @ 2.10GHz or AMD Phenom II X4
810 @ 2.10GHz or better Memory: 3 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660
(GeForce GTX 660 or better) or AMD Radeon HD 7970 (Catalyst 13.2 or better)
DirectX: Version 11 Storage
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